**CAREER OPPORTUNITY:**
We are seeking an ambitious, upbeat, career-minded Doctor of Audiology to become an integral member of our dynamic private practice, Advanced Hearing Care.

**OPPORTUNITY DESCRIPTION:**
The successful candidate will engage with and help improve the lives of our valued patients through better hearing (via the most modern technology) and education (via the very latest medical and scientific research). She/he will be selected based upon their ability to help us achieve the highest standards of patient-oriented hearing care, to add vitality to our positive business culture, and their commitment to continual self-improvement. We provide a full range of diagnostic audiological testing for local ENTs and primary care physicians for both the adult and pediatric populations. In addition to administering diagnostic audiological tests, the successful candidate will be dispensing, selecting, testing, and fitting hearing aids. She/he will be involved in public outreach and community education. Most importantly, with regard to test results, the successful candidate will be highly engaging and affable in their approach to counseling and educating patients and to reviewing options that best meet their hearing care needs.

**DESCRIPTION OF OUR PRACTICE:**
Over the last 24 years, the owner of Advanced Hearing Care, Dr. Kelly (Frost) Churchill, has developed an extremely successful patient-oriented approach to practicing audiology in her local community. First and foremost, Dr. Churchill embraces the “patients for life” philosophy. That is, she believes that enriching individual lives is the main goal of hearing care and that building a personalized professional relationship with each patient is the key. This relationship is built through trust, education, and consistency.

Since 1993, Advanced Hearing Care has enriched the communication experiences of thousands of patients. With offices in Alamogordo, Las Cruces and Ruidoso, this elite practice is the premier hearing health care practice of southern New Mexico. The practice has been voted “Best of the Best” for seven consecutive years by the local population. For over a decade, we have provided multiple externships for the top academic programs in the nation. Advanced Hearing Care offers a comprehensive approach to the science of hearing, from state-of-the-art diagnostic testing services and digital hearing technology, to assistive technology and rehabilitative therapy. We live and work by our motto: “Care that is state of the art. Dedication from the heart.” The owner/senior Audiologist has 34 years of experience dedicated to helping patients with their hearing care needs in both academic and private practice settings.
The office space of Advanced Hearing Care is designed to be inviting and comfortable. The working environment is pleasant and relaxing.

LOCATION DESCRIPTION:
We are located in Las Cruces, which is nestled in the fertile Mesilla Valley between the majestic Organ Mountains National Monument, which beautifully dominates the local horizon, and the meandering famous Rio Grande. Both a college town and an attractive retirement community, Las Cruces New Mexico is quickly becoming a bustling popular southwestern destination. Our ideal climate provides superb year-round sunny weather (350 days per year) and moderate “spring and fall” temperatures for 10 months out of the year. Southern New Mexico is famous for its world-class Mexican food and is the green chile capital of the world. All manner of outdoor activities abound, including hiking, biking, boating and water skiing, caving, rock climbing, and even snow skiing (within a two-hour drive). Our location provides access to rich “frontier” cities such as Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Tucson, El Paso, and historically rich and rustic locations such as Old Mesilla, Cloudcroft, Ruidoso, the Gila National Forest, and the White Sands National Monument. New Mexico is an exotic blend of desert plateaus and pine tree laden mountains much like the Sierra Nevada’s of California.

In the last decade, the city of Las Cruces has received several awards including rankings from Money magazine as one of the “best college towns to retire” and from AARP as one of their “dream towns” to retire. Las Cruces has also been ranked by Forbes as one of the best small metro areas for businesses and careers. There is a rich history of NASA, spaceflight, and pioneering rocketry. The space industry is developing through the Spaceport America launch facility (70 miles to the north) with Las Cruces becoming a hub for the space tourism businesses Virgin Galactic and Blue Origins.

COMPENSATION:
• Base salary plus incentives (earning potential up to the mid-six figures)
• Signing bonus and reimbursement for relocation expenses
• Health Insurance Benefit
• Paid time off
• Allowances for licensure, dues for professional organizations, and continuing education.

TO APPLY:
Email a cover letter and resume that includes the contact information of at least three references to kelly@hearnm.com. Also, include a brief personal statement describing your long-term career goals. Application will be accepted until the position is filled. Advanced Hearing Care is an Equal Opportunity Employer.